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HEAD COACH JOSH McDANIELS 
 
Opening comments 
“As we mentioned yesterday after the game, I’m really proud of the way that our team came out and played. I think that was really the best example of a 
complementary football game that we’ve put together all year. I think it’s a good thing for our team to be reinforced with what you’re really capable of doing 
when you put three phases together and play well. I thought we did a good job of starting fast in the game. We didn’t use any special plays, in terms of trying 
to do one thing or another. We just tried to execute our game plan in every phase and I thought our players did a good job of really knowing the game plan 
and understanding what we wanted to try to do in the game. We talked a lot about how getting off to a fast start offensively could help the defense not have 
to play against so many runs and that formula kind of played out for the first time yesterday and I thought that was very effective for us.  
 
“We ran the ball efficiently — for almost five yards per carry — and the group up front did a great job of keeping (QB) Kyle (Orton) protected all day. We 
executed on third down and in the red area on offense — that was a big part of the game too — and didn’t hurt ourselves with offensive penalties and had no 
penalties in the kicking game either, which we’ve kind of been plagued by this year. The guys really had a great focus and determination — I was proud of 
that. 
 
“Defensively, playing against a very talented group of (running) backs, I thought our guys did a very good job of not letting the ball get to the edge. We made 
(that) a big point of emphasis, like we did against Tennessee and (RB) Chris Johnson, and they did a nice job of really playing the way they needed to play 
yesterday to eliminate some of those big-run opportunities. We had some guys play some roles yesterday that they haven’t played much this year — (LB) 
Joe Mays did a great job, had nine tackles — as we counted — as the middle linebacker. (LB Mario) Haggan certainly made an impact on the game as an 
outside linebacker and those guys did a nice job of stepping in and really playing well in the roles that we gave them.  
 
“In the kicking game, we have a lot of younger players playing in our kickoff, kickoff-return units and a lot of them showed up (on film). (CB) Syd’Quan 
(Thompson) did some good things, (S) Kyle (McCarthy), (WR Eric) Decker all played physical and did a good job of not letting their kickoff returner get 
started. We didn’t have that many opportunities to return the ball, but (WR) Demaryius (Thomas) did a good job of hitting it up in there when he did and we 
did a nice job of recovering that second onside kick.  
 
“All-in-all, I’m very proud of the effort that (the team) put forth and it gives us something to build on here, a little momentum, as we head into Chargers week.” 
 
On what happened postgame between himself and Chiefs Head Coach Todd Haley 
“I don’t know. I’m not sure about that. I was proud of the way we played and I have a lot of respect for their entire organization. Obviously, I know a lot of 
people over there. So, I’m not really sure.” 
 
On whether he’s bothered by what happened postgame between himself and Chiefs Head Coach Todd Haley 
“No, it was part of the game and we all make choices.” 
 
On the success of the run game vs. Kansas City 
“I think it was a combination of (the offensive line and running back Knowshon Moreno). I think Knowshon did a good job running yesterday. I think the 
offensive line and fullback, Spencer (Larsen), did a good job of getting him started. We only had one negative run all day yesterday, which is something we 
talk a lot about, and that’s really meaning you get the (running) back to the line of scrimmage without having a whole bunch of people to avoid. I think we did 
that for the most part. (Moreno) ran the ball well downhill, made some people miss at the second level and really, he kind of got into a rhythm, which was 
good for him and good for the running game. I think the linemen felt like they were in a rhythm too yesterday. We didn’t use that many schemes, we just tried 
to do a few things a little bit better than what we’ve done and I think yesterday, they did a good job of executing our game plan.” 
 
On the offensive line 
“We absolutely hope that this is going to be a consistent thing for our football team. This was the way we practiced most of training camp, and this was our 
goal going into the year. I know we didn’t have (OL Ryan) Clady all of training camp, but we kind of assumed that once Ryan got back that he would plug 
that spot at left tackle so we went ahead and made that choice in training camp, and for a lot of different reasons have not necessarily been able to have a 
healthy five guys at those spots that we practiced in all training camp play together. It was good to see them get out there and play together, and they played 
well as a unit.” 
 
On whether he likes the orange jerseys that the Broncos wore vs. Kansas City 
“I love the orange jerseys. I know we are only allowed to wear them I think twice in the regular season and once in the preseason, unless we make that our 
standard uniform. I think our guys kind of like wearing the orange — I like the orange — but that decision to make that our permanent uniform is going to 
come from (Owner) Pat (Bowlen).” 
 
On whether he would join a campaign to make the orange jerseys the standard home jersey of the Broncos 
“I love to wear the orange, I do. I wouldn’t mind it all. I think you are right, we kind of get excited. Everything, from when you walk in the locker room — it 
looks different when you have all the orange jerseys, so it wouldn’t bother me at all.” 
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On the difference between Sunday’s win against the Chiefs and the Oct. 24 game against the Raiders 
“I think if you spend a lot of time on what happened in the past, sometimes you get caught up in the wrong things. This league in general, there are things 
every week that happen that nobody anticipates, nobody could have predicted and certainly nobody sees coming. We have been involved in a few of those 
and there are a lot of other games that are like that too. Most of them happen to be close, I would say, and then there are a few every once in a while that 
you look up and you go, ‘Wow, how did the score get to that point?’ I think the way the game plays out early — momentum, some funny bounces of the ball 
— and all of the sudden you find yourself in a really good predicament or a really bad one. You just hope that you are not in many of those situations on the 
wrong side of them, but to try to go back and explain something that happened a month ago, I don’t know. Like I said, we have moved past it. I think our 
team has done a good job of trying to move forward and trying to focus on playing our best football in November and December, and I think we got off to the 
right start yesterday.” 
 
On maintaining the momentum during this week of preparation for San Diego 
“We all understand where we are, but we also understand that there’s still something out there in front of us that we can accomplish. If you focus too much 
on what has happened to you or what you put yourself in, in terms of the situation you are in now, I think you can get caught up in the wrong things. We 
started our week on Sunday. We were practicing while everybody else was playing for a reason. We didn’t want to sit there and focus on every other team in 
the league. We wanted to try and focus on our football team. We enjoyed the week of practice, and we talked a lot. I know it has been reported about John 
Elway speaking to the group on Wednesday. He said something very similar, he said, ‘Enjoy the process and don’t worry about the result because if you are 
so caught up in the results, you don’t ever take time to enjoy every day and coming to work with your teammates and your coaches.’ I think our guys took 
that to heart, enjoyed the week and didn’t worry about the result. We were focused on just trying to go out there and have fun and perform. They did a good 
job of doing that yesterday, and they enjoyed it afterward.” 
 
On having John Elway address the team 
“He actually came in and just wanted to offer his support to us — myself and the team — and I said, ‘It would be great for our guys to hear from you, and if 
you have time it would be great.’ I think there are a lot of players on our team that certainly know him and have seen him around, but there are some 
younger players that certainly haven’t had the opportunity to really get to know him. I think anytime you have somebody of his status come and speak to you 
it means a lot. Our players really enjoyed it, really welcomed it and they responded to what he said and it meant a lot to them.” 
 
On FB Spencer Larsen  
“He played a lot yesterday. (He) played a key role in our short-yardage situations. We used him on those two short-yardage runs. He made a great run on 
the second one. He is doing a good job of lead blocking. We ask him to pass protect, and he does a good job of that too. He plays a big role for us down on 
the goal line too, whether that be as a lead blocker or in yesterday’s case he caught a pass for a touchdown. He does all the things that you don’t notice, and 
that is kind of the life of a fullback. Then, he had the opportunity to get the ball in his hands a few times yesterday and did some good things with it. So, 
Spencer is a great teammate and a great team guy. He also made a tackle on the kickoff team. He does all those things — he plays in the kicking game, 
plays fullback on offense and if we told him he was playing defense this week he wouldn’t even flinch because that is the kind of person he is. He is an 
unselfish player that we are very fortunate to have on our team.” 
 
On whether he considered substituting for the starters late in the game 
“We definitely had conversations about that. We’re not opposed to doing that. I think there are certain situations in a game where you’re kind of in one 
rhythm or another and you take certain players out of the game — whether it be the quarterback, the line — because we only have so many bodies at certain 
spots and then you get into a situation where you’re taking certain guys out and not others and it’s kind of a, ‘Why is he going out and I’m not going out?’ We 
talked about it — I think that sometimes there is a right time for that and we haven’t been in many games like that this year, and we let our guys that started 
the game finish it and that’s just a choice that we made.”  
 
On whether the starters wanted to stay in and finish the game 
“They were excited about the way we were playing. I think they were excited about the rhythm that they got in offensively and they wanted to try to finish the 
game with the ball in our hands. We didn’t do a good job of that, in terms of running the clock out and trying to protect the game without putting it back in 
Kansas City’s hands. We didn’t do a good enough job of doing that, but I know that’s what their mentality was.” 
 
On LB D.J. Williams 
“I think he responded like a professional. What happened last week, I think is a learning experience for our whole team, our whole staff and everybody here 
— in terms of what it can do negatively to distract or impact your team. I think he handled it like a pro, as a man, and he understood that’s not what we want 
our captains to be like — or any of our players to do — and I thought that he went out there and played hard. He did his job and he played when he had the 
opportunity to do some things, he made some plays too.” 
 
 


